Teddy Time Wins $50,000 Blair’s Cove Stakes At 23 to 1 Odds

Some Say So leads all the way in $50,000 Frances Genter Stakes
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Shakopee, Minn. -- Canterbury Park’s 11-race July 3 program included two $50,000 turf stakes for horses bred in Minnesota. The Princess Elaine Stakes was won by the wagering favorite and the Blair’s Cove Stakes by a longshot. Both 1 1/16 mile races were run in the same time, 1:41.63.

Orlando Mojica and Some Say So led gate to wire in the $50,000 Princess Elaine Stakes, holding off Honey’s Sox Appeal to win by 3/4 of a length. The 4-year-old filly is trained by Judd Becker and owned by Tim Rosin, Patti Miller, and Mark Kane. She returned $5.60 to win as the favorite.

Teddy Time rallied from off the pace to beat favored A P Is Loose by 1/2 length with Quincy Hamilton aboard. The winner paid $48.40 for a $2 wager. Teddy Time is owned by Jeff Larson and is trained by leading trainer Mac Robertson.

###

For a Princess Elaine photograph please use this link: https://canterburypark.egnyte.com/fl/m6nLGq5wDs

For a Blair’s Cove photograph please use this link: https://canterburypark.egnyte.com/fl/wBPJSqad8f
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